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now that timmy has grown up, he starts his own business, the oddity job company, which takes on
jobs that he finds interesting. he picks up a job in a park to help a boy who was bullied in school, and
he tries to help a boy whose parents died in a car accident. timmy also has some trouble after he
agrees to help a group of kids find their lost dog, but the dog gets away. he and his friends go out to
find the dog and try to help him, but they accidentally bring a huge spider to the park. denzel
crocker is the main antagonist of the nickelodeon cartoon series the fairly oddparents! . he is played
by carlos alazraqui, who was also the voice of max, and david lewis in the live-action movies. he first
appeared in the first episode of the series, "topsy turvy town," as a teacher at the fairies' school. he
is later revealed to be the godfather of timmy, cosmo, wanda, and lazlo and brenda. he is the only
other godparent besides wanda to have a child in the series (though he is never shown to have more
than three of the five). the crocker's adoptive parents abandoned them when they were young, and
cosmo and wanda adopted them when they were toddlers. when they were old enough to go to
therapy, jorgen mothman erased their memories of the past and their godparents. denzel crocker is
the main antagonist of the nickelodeon cartoon series the fairly oddparents! . he is played by carlos
alazraqui, who was also the voice of max, and david lewis in the live-action movies. he first appeared
in the first episode of the series, "topsy turvy town," as a teacher at the fairies' school. he is later
revealed to be the godfather of timmy, cosmo, wanda, and lazlo and brenda.
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denzel crocker is a recurring character who makes cameo appearances in many episodes, usually as
a teacher. he is often accompanied by a young boy of the same age, presumably his son. he is

usually seen either as a school teacher or as a school principal. he and timmy turner's godparents,
cosmo and wanda, are timmy's father's old partners in crime, and he has a history with them. he is

always seen wearing a pink hat, although it has been shown that he can wear various different hats.
he was the only person in the series to be the only character to die, but he did not return, only

appearing as a character in the episode "let sleeper dogs lie". he reappeared in the "timmy's wonder
world" episode as a cameo in the episode's ending. he also makes a cameo in the live-action movie.
he only appears in the opening scene. he doesn't speak. cosmo and wanda were fairy godparents to
timmy's parents, who lived in a penthouse in his future. timmy's father was a criminal (although not
as bad as his father), and when he was locked up, his father had him christened by vicky, who was
the pastor of the church. timmy asked his father why he was locked up, and his father told him that
he killed his mother because she wanted to run away with his father. his father also told him that he

was special, and when he grew up, he would be a fairy godparent to him. cosmo and wanda's
presence is significant because their character is present when timmy's parents were, as they would
have been his godparents. in his first appearance, he also explained that he still wanted to be a fairy
godfather after thirteen years in his life, and he wanted to make sure that timmy's wish isn't fulfilled.

crocker also takes an active role in timmy's fairy godparents' lives, often giving them advice and
occasionally deducing things from odd behavior or coincidences. however, he appears to be the only

one who has any idea what fairy godparents are or do in the first place. he seems to be quite
knowledgeable about fairy godparents, such as not being able to see them, and how long they'll be

gone for. [7] 5ec8ef588b
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